Intel Unite + Door Tablet

DOOR TABLET

Integration that works

What is it?
Intel Unite is an in-room collaboration system
while Door Tablet is a scheduling display system
- and now they work together, in harmony:
Meeting participants will now ...
• Be very aware how time flies by
• Ensure they end meetings on time
• Prepare follow-up actions in good time
• Make room for other users who need space
• Work more effectively

“Of all the available options,
the Intel Unite solution provided
the simplest user experience.
Associates walk in, launch the
app, type in a PIN, and they’re
connected to the display.”

Intel Unite: a successful integration
As part of its strategy to link effectively with the
world’s leading software systems and hardware
platforms, Door Tablet has successfully integrated its
solution with Intel Unite.
The global collaboration software, most recently
upgraded to its new Version 4, was devised as a platform
for managing meetings and presentations in the
workspaces of the future. Anyone now securing the Intel

-- Ben Crosier
Technology Architect, Cerner

Unite and its “Next Unit of Computing” (NUC) hardware
will be able to link to Door Tablet’s digital signage
solution, enabling the ultimate in smoothly managed and
effective meetings.

Changes to meeting arrangements can be accommodated
quickly and easily on the fly, whether from the tablet
or remotely from elsewhere in the building, or indeed
anywhere else in the world.

Important Links
•

Content Sharing and Collaboration - click here

•

Collaborating in the Modern Workplace - click here

•

Cerner Use Case: boosting innovation - click here

•

Find us on the Unite Apps Showcase - click here

Leveraging the power of Door Tablet

How does Intel Unite make life easier?

Door Tablet connects to a wide range of scheduling

Intel Unite is a content-sharing software application that

platforms including Microsoft Exchange, Office 365, IBM

provides a fast, simple, and cost-efficient way to deliver

Domino and IWMS systems such as Axxerion. Thus, the

a more secure and more manageable collaboration

addition of Door Tablet expands the horizons of Intel Unite

experience. It requires no additional licensing fees, and

immediately, bringing thousands more potential users into

no training.

its collaborative environment.
Key features include:

How does the integration work?

•

Reduced costs in managing meetings

The Door Tablet system mainly operates outside of meeting

•

Remote management capabilities, everything from
basic upkeep and patching to remote repairs

spaces while the Intel Unite system operates inside the
meeting rooms. The integration is enabled via the Door

•

Improved security and confidentiality

Tablet App on the end-point, communicating with the Intel

•

More secure data: meetings are protected with the

Unite Hub inside the room. In turn, the Intel Unite Hub is

enterprise-grade security of 256-bit Secure Sockets

enabled with either the plugin for version 3.3 or its new

Layer (SSL) data encryption. What happens in smarter

Module for version 4.

meetings stays in smarter meetings
•

With an engaging system such as Intel Unite, participants

and scale smart, right up to server-controlled smart

are often immersed in their collaborative work and forget
how quickly time flies by. Participants reach the end of
meetings without having covered the agenda or agreed
follow-on actions.
To avoid this problem, Door Tablet communicates with
participants as the meeting progresses by displaying
schedule status updates during the meeting. For example,
participants will be informed that the meeting has reached
the half-way mark, or is about to end.
The following meeting milestones are used:
•

Show meeting start details

•

Alert if meeting not checked in

•

Show progress halfway and 3/4 way

•

Show the approaching end of meetings

•

Turn Unite monitors OFF when not needed

From Proof of Concept to State of the Art: start small
meeting rooms

•

In-room controls: Manage lighting, speakerphones,
cameras, and other environmental settings

•

Multiple Operating System support

•

Integrates with other conferencing solutions, e.g.
Skype for Business and Zoom.

In summary, Intel Unite works seamlessly with existing
technologies, while integrating a wide range of devices,
operating systems, and business plugins. Participants
simply log in with a secure, 6-digit pin number and
away they go. Meetings that had once seemed a niggling
nightmare become inspiring, and far more productive. In
short, business becomes fun.
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